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RB 7: Steps 5 and 6 of Humility 

 

As I mentioned last time, if there is a general progression in chapter 7 of 

the Rule, it is a movement from the inside toward the outside. The earlier 

steps dealt mostly with the will and inner attitudes. Step four created a 

bridge between this inward focus and the hard and even unjust external 

circumstances we sometimes face in life. 

 

Step five will involve a voluntary bridging of the inner world with the 

outside world via self-disclosure to another. Step six, more than any other 

step, involves a stark encounter with the material world.  

 

Here is the text of step five: 

 

44The fifth step of humility is that a man does not conceal from his 

abbot any sinful thoughts entering his heart, or any wrongs 

committed in secret, but rather confesses them humbly.  

45Concerning this, Scripture exhorts us, “Make known your way to 

the Lord and hope in Him,” (Ps 36[37]:5).  46And again, “Confess to 

the Lord, for he is good; His mercy is forever,” (Ps 105[106]:1; Ps 

117[118]:1).  47So too the Prophet:  “To you I have acknowledged 

my offense; my faults I have not concealed.  48I have said: Against 



myself I will report my faults to the Lord, and you have forgiven the 

wickedness of my heart,” (Ps 31[32]:22-23). 

 

Again we have the familiar pattern of a statement of principle followed by 

supporting quotes from scripture. The striking thing here is the tone of the 

scripture references: they stress hope in the Lord, the Lord’s goodness and 

mercy, and the Lord’s willingness to forgive. So the emphasis of this step is 

less on the burden of conscience than on the benefit of confessing one’s 

faults before God.  

 

This step corresponds to Cassian’s second sign of humility, and maintains its 

desert roots by saying that this self-revelation is made to one’s superior. 

But the principle obviously applies to self-disclosure with any appropriate 

elder or guide. It is also good to keep the desert context in mind with the 

regard to what is revealed. It has to do with revealing one’s thoughts and 

actions in the midst of spiritual battle; it is not a sort of gratuitous 

psychological inventory or free association. The thoughts that need revealing 

are the afflictive ones, the ones that disturb our peace, the ones we cannot 

distance ourselves from by a mere act of will. What makes this combat so 

difficult is that the more harmful or shameful the thought, temptation, or 

obsession, the greater our resistance to the idea of disclosing it to another. 

The result of prideful concealment is to remain alone and afflicted. The 

result of humble self-disclosure is to discover first-hand the benefits 

mentioned in the scripture quotes: “Confess to the Lord, for he is good; His 

mercy is forever”; “I have said: Against myself I will report my faults to the 

Lord, and you have forgiven the wickedness of my heart.” 



 

We now come to the sixth step: 

 

49The sixth step of humility is that a monk is content with the lowest 

and most menial treatment, and regards himself as a poor and 

worthless workman in whatever task he is given, 50saying to himself 

with the Prophet, “I am insignificant and ignorant, no better than a 

beast before you, yet I am with you always,” (Ps 72[73]:22-23). 

 

Except for the scripture quote, this is Cassian’s seventh sign of humility 

almost word-for-word. It is important to keep in mind that this step is a 

descriptive sign, not a method. It does not say the recipe for humility is to 

seek unpleasant experiences. It says that you can recognize humility in a 

person who remains content in the midst of apparently unpleasant 

experiences. The key word here is content; you can’t fake contentment. Only 

to the degree that we follow Christ in his self-emptying descent can we say: 

“I am insignificant and ignorant, no better than a beast before you, yet I 

am with you always.” This is the rock-bottom of humility: it is solid and 

secure. True humility is true contentment with one’s reality.  

 

Community life is a great leveler. What is “low and menial” does not imply 

some sort of cruel intent. Much of our common life is low and menial or, as 

our Constitutions put it, ordinary, obscure, and laborious. This step of 

humility is a good reminder to enter into the commonness of the common 

life.  

 



The step deals with both the material level—to be content with common 

things of less value—and the level of human interaction—to be content with 

whatever assignment one receives. Things and positions will never make us 

happy. The more we need special items and special treatment, the further 

we are from the contentment of humility. The humble don’t need special 

things or special treatment because they are grounded in Christ’s 

self-emptying. They are content with the common human lot: “I am 

insignificant and ignorant, no better than a beast before you, yet I am with 

you always.” 
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